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ABSTRACT 

Although inside the reactor zone there is no exact continuous spatial symmetry in certain configurations 
neutron flux distribution is close to a symmetrical one. In such cases the symmetrical solution could provide a 
good starting point to determine the non-symmetrical power distribution. 

We determine the all possible symmetries in the 3-dimcnsional Euclidean space as well as the form of 
transport equation in such a coordinate system which is adapted to the particular symmetry. 

Attention is called on possible spontaneous symmetry breakings. 
Keywords: transport equation, symmetry, Killing vector, adaptive coordinate system, Fubini lemma. 

Lukács В. és Rácz A.: Killing szimmetriák a neutrontranszportban 
КГКМ992-2Я/В,0 

KIVONAT 

A rcaktorzóna belsejében általában nincs egzakt folytonos térbeli szimmetria, de bizonyos elrendezési k 
esetén a nculu nfluxus közel lehet egy szimmetrikus esethez. Ilyen esetekben a szimmetrikus megoldás jó közelítő 
kiindulás a teljesítménycloszlás számításához. 

A következőkben meghatározzuk az összes lehetséges szimmetriatípust és minden egyes cselben megadjuk a 
transzportegyenlet alakját a szimmetriákhoz adaptált természetes koordinátarendszerben. 

Megemlítjük a spontán szimmetriasértés lehetőségét. 
Kulcsszavak: transzportegyenlet, szimmetria, Killing vektor, természetes koordinátarendszer Fubini lemma 



Introduction 

In the reactor zone the neutron transport is governed by the so-called Natron TVetu-
port Equation (NTE) which is a special application of the Boltzmann equation for the non 
self-interacting neutrons. The NTE is well-known and thoroughly investigated because of 
its importance in nuclear reactors.' To get analytic solutions of the Boltzmann equation in 
a real situation is almost impossible; only numerical solutions ran lie got. In this topics 
plenty of theoretical papers as well as computer codes have bem develop«! during the last 
40 years. 

However, from theoretical viewpoints, the analytical solutions have plenty of advan
tages compared to the numerical ones. Namely, the general liehaviour of the neutron econ
omy, the effect of local perturbations etc. can be overview! :d easier if an analytic form is 
available. Usually a recognized and utilized symmetry can help to find the analytic form. 
Although the role of the symmetric in the physics is well known (think about the quantum 
mechanics or the particle physics), in the field of nuclear technology only minor attention 
was paid to it. The reason could be that powerful computer eddes help the physicist and 
the nuclear engineer to get quantitative answers for actual problems and the investigation 
of the qualitative properties has no direct, quick advantages. 

The other great area of theoretical physics is the General Theory of Relativity (GRT) 
with the well-established mathematics of the Riemann geometry. In the first sight there is 
no connection between the reactor core calculation and the theory of relativity. However, 
the GRT states that every valid physical theory must be expressed in covariant formalism. 
Though the neutron is not necessary to be regarded as a relativistic particle during the 
transport calculation, applying the mathematics of GRT will merit cute and readable 
formulae as well as some unwaited new results. * 

In the mid 80's some pioneering papers were devoted to the application of discrete 
symmetries in the linear Boltzmann equation and the diffusion equation [1, 2]. In fact, 
the spatial arrangement of the reactor core does need discrete symmetry transformation. 
However, there arc some cases, when continuous symmetry approximates well enough the 
real situation. Naively one would expect this if the characteristic lengths of the lattice is 
negligible compared to that of the whole cor? if we are not interested in inhomogenities 
on the first scale. The mathematical methods of the continuous symmetries use the tools 
of Riemann geometry which are easier compared to the discrete math. Paying the price of 
less accuracy one wins straightforward and elaborated technics for treating the transport 
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problem. 
In this work we utilize the Riemann geometry as well as the idea of continuous sym

metries, in order to get all the possible symmetrical solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
and the diffusion equation, too. Keeping in mind that no exact continuous symmetry exist 
in the reactor core, the determined general solution can be the first order approximation 
of the final solution. The real solution can be got by perturbing the symmetrical one. If 
the physical situation allows the existence of a symmetrical solution, applying our result 
gives a hint which type of the solution can be present in the reactor core at all. 

On the other hand, achieving a symmetrical neutron distribution profile (e.g. for fuel 
management), the desired final (symmetrical) solution determines the necessary spatial and 
material symmetries in the reactor core. Note that evolution equations, as e.g. the Boltz
mann or the diffusion equations, become of simpler structure in the presence of continuous 
symmetry in the adopted coordinates. 

The organization of the pa(x>r is the following. In Section 2 the neutron diffusion 
equation is overviewed. Section 3 is a brief recapitulation of tbc Riemann geometry with 
main emphasis on the Killing symmetry. The possible symmetries in the 3-dimensional 
Euclidean spare are given in Section 4. From the symmetry's point of view the diffusion 
equation is investigated in Sution 5, while the concluding remarks arc in the Discussions. 

2. The Neutron Transport Equation 

The familiar neutron tiansjxnt equation is the following: 

- ~ + ft • V«* + (тФ = / / <т'/Ф' dtt '</£' + Q (2.1) 

where г is the spare-coordinates and v is the velocity. By definition 

v ^ ' r f t (2.2) 

i.e. ft is a unit vector showing to the direction of the motion. Ф = Ф(г,Й, E,t) is the 
so-called neutron angular flux, о — <т(г, E) is the total (collision) cross-section, where E is 
the neutron energy. The term 

of = ф,Е')/(г;П'Е' —* fl,E) 

is the probability of neutron transfer from (ft', E') phase space to (ft, J?) one. The source 
term is denoted by Q = Q(r,fl,E,t). For more details about the terms as well as the 
interface and boundary condition» see Ref. 3. 

The time-deper.dcnt diffusion equation can be obtained from the above equation after 
integration over the direction ft. The result reads 

^Ф(г, E, t) + ( УУ)Ф(Г, E, t) + va{r, E)*(r, E, t) = ?(г, E, t) (2.3) 
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where the parameters are defined in as above. 
The energy-independent parameters are derived from the energy-dependent ones after 
integrating over the energy E> e.g., 

*(r,t)£ У •(*>,£,!)•« 

In the following Eq.(2.3) is investigated. 

3. On Continuous Symmetries 

Here we give a brief summary about the mathematical tools used in the following 
[4]. Let us consider an n-dimensional Rirmann space with the coordinate system {**}. 
Changing one coordinate system into another one {*"}, the coordinate differentials are 
transforming as 

rfx* = l^rfx'* (3.1) 
ox'* 

By definition, everything in the space which under a transformation of coordinates trans
form like the coordinate differentials is railed contravariant vector and is denoted by a 
superscript. Namely, 

* - & * ( 3 2 ) 

A'* is a contravariant vector. 
In contrary, the vector Л, is called a covariant vector and denoted by a subscript if 

under a coordinate transformation, transforms like 

ÓV* 

*=Ъл'- (3" 
Tensors transform as the product of vectors. 

The square of the line element tti* is a quadratic form of the coordinate differentials 
rfx*, namely 

ds2 = g,l,dx,dxk (3.4) 

where the Einstein convention was used for the summation, gu, is the (covariant) metric 
tensor. The contravariant metric tensor g*k can be obtained as 

#№#"-41 (M) 

where 6f is the Kronecker symbol. 
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Using the metric tensor, the formulae for transforming covenant vectors Ai into con-
travariant ones A* and vice versa, are the following: 

A'=gikAk 

Ai = gikAk (3.6) 

It is easy to verify that the differentials dAi of a vector Ai do not transform like a vector. 
In fact, 

«,.§£«• + «*£,*» (3.7) 
which generally does not transform like a vector unless the second term vanishes. Thus 
the parttal derivation is not a covenant mathematical operation. In order to get covariant 
formulae, the so-called covariant differentiation must be used. By definition, the covariant 
derivative is represented by a semicolon (;), i.e. A*t or Л, ;|. It can be proven that 

Ai,=l&~r«Ak ( 3 8 ) 

ЭА* 
А ] , ~ + П,Ак (3.9) 

where Г\( is the Christoffel symbol. For brevity, denoting the partial derivatives by a 
comma (,) Eqs.(3.8) and (3.9) read 

Ai,i =Л е . , - Tk,Ak (3.10) 
4 = л ; , + г;,л* (3.11) 

For completeness, the Christoffel symbol Y\i can be calculated as 

r< _l(dgmk dgmi dgku , » „ . 

Let us consider an infinitesimal triangle around i ' and a vector field K'(x). Shift all 
the points of the triangle along this vector field as 

The shifted triangle can be 

a) geometrically identical 
ß) geometrically similar 

to the old one or neither a) nor ß) is true. In case of a) the transformation is a Killing 
symmetry while in case of ß) the transformation is a conformal Killing symmetry. If neither 
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о) nor ß) is true then the shift is «of • symmetry. The reason to call the transformation 
a symmetry will be immtdiutelm seen. 

The above conditions can be expressed as 

where 

»'2 = Ы * ' ) ^ ' ^ ' * = е Л Л а 

-J _ Í 0, in case of a); 
~ \ ф 0, in case of ß); 

(3.14) 

We hope that the direction vector ft defined in Eq.(2.2) is not confused with the parameter 
ft introduced in the above equation (3.14). 

From Eq.(3.13) one can get 

dxi = dxi + tK\rdx' (3.15) 

Substituting Eq.(3.15) into Eq.(3.14) and using the covariant derivatives given by Eqs.(3.10-
11) yields the Killing equation 

Къ+К# = Я9ц (3.16) 

1 

Let (A'r(z)) is a set of the independent solutions of the Killing equation. If {f r } are 
constants, then the combination 

A"(x) = а'КЦх) (3.17) 

is also a Killing vector as directly seen by substituting into Eq.(3.16). In additional, the 
Killing vectors form a group since a sequence of symmetry transformations are again a 
symmetry transformation. Using Eq.(3.15) the commutator of two Killing vectors Ka and 
Kß can be evaluated: 

[*„, K$Y = A'i Kfc - A'jA*>,, (3.18) 

Since the commutator again generates a symmetry transformation Eq.(3.18) gives 

[*.,*,]'=<£,*, (3.19) 

where cr

aß are the structure constant of the group. 
Eq.(3.16) can be written equivalently as 

C9ik = tyik (3.20) 

i.e. the Lie-derivative along the congruence K* (i.e. some absolute change) of gu » fro-
portionul to дц itself, and is ten if symmetry is not conformal. This is the mathematical 
formulation of the transport condition that during the shift a geometrical object remain 
similar to or identical with itself. 

•f 
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Henceforth, for simplicity's sake, we concentrate on trwe Killing symmetries, i.e. when 
il = 0. Then ÜT "s are shifts not distorting geometrical objects. 

It could seem trivial that some shifts are such. However, there are counterexamples. 
For a fenenl дц(х') Eq.(3.16) with a vanishing right hand side does not have any solution 
for K*. Metric tensors possessing Killing symmetries are special ones called symmetrical It 
means that then there are some directions in which shifts without distortion are possible. 
Then symmetry means that moving along A"' the geometry does not change from place to 
place. So K* shows symmetry directions. 

In the present physical situation дц is the geometry of tlic Euclidean space, which, in 
Cartesian coordinates would bn 

df^dx +dy2+dz7 

However, the Ricniaiinian technique due* not require Cartesian coordinates. But in a sym
metrical physical situation the matter content must be similar too. Consider scalar« repre
sented by а Ф (say, temperature) and vectors represented by a »* (.чау, streamlines of the 
cooling water) then the extra symmetry conditions rend as 

£Ф 
к 

к 

0 —> /\,г,Ф.г - 0 

0 — A > ? P - V 7 í Í . r = 0 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

For conformal symmetry the right hand »ides would l>e analogously to Eq.(3.20), ФФ and 
£ • v*. Therefore for scalar the conform;»! symmetry is no restriction at all. 

4. Symmetries in the Euclidean Space 

According to what was told in the previous Section, a symmetry must be a symmetry 
of both the »face geometry and the viattr.r configuration (5). First let us »ее the space. 

In an n-dimensional Euclidean space the metric tensor дц, in Cartesian coordinates is 

ijik - f>& (4.1) 

yielding zero curvature. For an »»-dimensional spar- of constant curvature the nuinljer of 
independent Killing vectors N,nf is 

NM ~ «"(" + l) (4.2) 

Considering conformal Killing equation, the total пшпЫт iV,e°, takes the form 

Нш1 = \(n -r 1)(» + 2) (4.3) 

'1 
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In our case the dimension » n = 3 time tbe number of possible independent css/srms/ 
symmetries is N™' = 10. The number of possible independent sjinmeUiss is Nm ш в 
therefore в symmetries do seep еШшпее» while farther 4 of them are —jfcj sissihrin'ti. 

Here is the complete list of tbe possible symmetries mclttdiiig the conformsl ones also: 

nP=o 

'"(+;) Ш (v) ; * 
ftp = 2 (4.4) 

where boldfaces denote symmetries of vecieriaf type. The notations used above ate: 
P translation 
J rotation 
D dilatation 
Q inversion 

The most eesersi vector field for $fmmelrftrm^0rm&ti0*kb^i9pbffmibmeban 
with 10 constant coefficients. 

S\ih^tutm^Eq\4A)iaU»f^\ZA$)prnÜxe»mmmUt*rsmkikmK 
IP.,P,I«O 
[P., J,l ««.#,*"?, 
IP.,U)«P. 

[J.,J,J-«*/"*, ( « ) 
[J.,1J|*0 

^ . « л * « | ^ . и и « » » ^ » « « < » * м » - * . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - * - ^ > ^ - i s « « Ä » ^ i e f c . <иИ^ШШ№УМИШШ1Й»«1Ш>11ММИ111»1«,»М«'а«^ 



It ie known as the c*nf»rm*l fronp • / J-«asee. Coocentraiing only onthedietanee-oonsenring 
transformations (ft » 0), i.e. i§n*rin§ the conformal symmetries tie get the E(Z) group of 
the 3 translations and 3 rotations. Henceforth again the consormal symmetries are »fares*. 

Now we are ready to list all the possible subgroups of the E(3) group. It must be noted 
that all possible subgroups of £(3) can be found in the standard literature. However, it is 
net the complete answer for the problem in hand. Namely, now all the 6 possible lulling 
vectors can be calculated as e.g. 

PÍ = Í (4.6) 
£ = W r (4.7) 

However, the crucial point is which • / Лет are the symmetries of the staffer éutrUvtien 
as well. Then there is a possibility that the actual symmetry is not of these K„\ but 
some comhineiion, and this two different combinations may give the same group structure, 
while the set««/ form of the symmetry is Afferent An explicit example is given here for 
this phenomenon. 

Considering only the direction z. In that direction there are P, and J* with the 
following /we possibilities for a symmetry of the mmtter attribution: 

a) Both Px and Jm are symmetries. 
b) Only Px is a symmetry. 
c) Only J, is a symmetry. 
d) Neither Pg nor J, is symmetry but a special combinations of theirs Я» = аРж + ßJt 

is a symmetry. 
e) No combination of Px and J« is a symmetry. 

The symmetry #« under item d) is called heUcal symmetry which is a combination of a 
rotation + translation along the rotmtionml шли. However, with 4 = 1 the commutation 
relations are the same as for Case a). 

Taking advantage of the апптшШоп listed in Eq.(4.5) the possible combinations are 
listed below. For all subcases the possible forms are a scalar • and a vector v* fWds are 
given. 

в aymmetriest 
(P, J) The matter is komo§ento%» and «sstrspic without 

preferred point or direction. For tbe fields: 

5 symmetries; 
{0) Empty, in accordance with the FuHni lemrnm 

4 aymmetriest 
(P, /« ) Homogenity, with a preferred direction along tbe 
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«a* 

given rotational axis. 

• = •(«) 
»W. 

a) (P«,P#,P,) Homogeoity witboat isotropy. 

* = * («) 
»' = »'(<) 

b) (Pm,Pß,Jy) Planar symmetry whb a rotational 

x* = x,s* = у and x T = *. Then 

c) (P»,P*,ff 7) Planar symmetry with а ЬепсаЦу rotated but 
otherwise identical planet. 

•»•(«) 
v* ж Л(<)яп - » + B(f)coe - * e at 

И * *(f)sm £ * - 4*)coe Í * 
о а 

t'»C(i) 

d) (Ли S#,/y) Spherical symmetry. 

• «•(r,f) 
*'«(*<г),0,О) 
**»(г.М) 

хшгшМсоёф 
ушгтФяяф 
хшгеошф 

• ) (Hm,Hß,J1) Rotational symmetry around tbt §if«D axis with 
symmetries along any aide orthogonally rotenectaag tbt given 

,•«#(#) 

. W4Míi*^íMfW**»í*>J».4"-<**M*A«*>******^*> 



2 symmetries: 
r){Pa,Pß) Sequences of planes with homogenity within each plane. 

Ф = Ф(*,<) 

b) (Pat Ja) Cylindrical symmetry. Chooeing x° as symmetry direction, 
one gets 

* = •(*<) 
v* = v'fat) 

у 
ф = arctan -

x 
*' = (Р,*,Ф) 

1 symmetry: 
a) (Pa) lYanslation symmetry in one direction. Chooeing the 

direction as z one gets 

Ф = Ф(х,у,*) 
v' = v*(x,|rtf) 

b) (Ja) Rotational symmetry around one axis. Again chooeing the symmetry 
direction as z, 

* = *(p,z,t) 
v' = v'(p,z,t) 
t>' = t / > , Z , < ) 

t / « 0 
x = рсовф 
у — рыпф 

c) (Ha) Helical symmetry along one axis. In coordinates 
p, z and ф (defined as above) one gets 

* = 9(p,w,t) 
ь' = ь'(р,и>,г) 

del a, w = г--ф 

х' = (р,п,ф) 
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5. The Evolution Equations 

Now we are in the position to turn again to the transport equation, discussed in 
Section 2. For the cases of continuous symmetry it goes as follows. 

Step 1: Take the transport (or any evolution) equation in its usual form in the 
Cartesian coordinates and then write it into an explicitly covariant form. In the coordinates 
(x,y,z) this is a formal change; all partial derivatives are to be substituted by eovariant 
ones as in Eq.(3.8); divergencies are written as 

Vv s < P (5.1) 

scalar products get the form 

(u • v) = urvr s urv'grt (5-2) 

Then this covenant form of the evolution equation remains valid m any coordinate system. 
Step 2: Now introduce the coordinate system where the derivatives are the simplest 

Since it is a differential equation, the proper system is in which the coordinates reflect the 
symmetry explicitly. Just these systems were used at each particular case in Section 4. In 
this system the equation contains the minimal number of independent derivatives. 

Step 3: In the proper (or adapted) coordinates the equation can be explicitly written 
as follows. First calculate the metric tensor gut- It starts from the Cartesian form 

ds2 = dx2 + dy2+dz2 (5.3) 

and for each symmetry the connection is given between the set (x,y,z) and the proper 
coordinates. Being ds2 the invariant distance^ one can proceed as follows. Let x* denote 
the original system (say,, the Cartesian), and Xk the new one. Then, if the form 

X* = X\xk) (5.4) 

is given, one gets 
ds2 * g„dxrdxe = g'r,dXrdX* (5.5) 

and then the new дц'в in the proper coordinates fulfil the equation 

9r.dxrdx' = g^y^dx'dz' (5.v) 

Hence 
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Si.ice g,i, and X'(xk) are given, Eq.(5.7) is a set of algebraic equations for g'lk, which always 
can be solved. When the inverse form 

x< = х'(Хк) (5.8) 

is given, one gets simply 
d x i d*k 

9* = 9r.Qxr-M~. (59) 

Then the metric tensor in the new coordinates is given, and scalar products can be written 
via Eq.(5.2). 

Step 4: For the covatiant derivatives the Christoffel symbols T\k are needed. They 
can be calculated from the metric using Eq.(3.12). 

After this step the final form of the transport equation is ready 
As a simple case consider Case 3d), the spherical symmetry. Then the energy-independent 

transport equation has the form 

—Ф -b (УУ)Ф + vo* = q (5.10) 
út 

Then, repeating Section 4, 

Ф = Ф(г,/) 
t;'=(r(r,<),0,0) (5.11) 
Q = Q(r,t) 

and then the familiar form is yielded 

^ Ф ( М ) + u(r,t)^*(r,t) + uv*(r,t) = q(r,t) (5.12) 

where u is a (radial) drift velocity. 
The spherical rase, however, is not too practical for it the cooling water should be 

pumped into center, flowing radially outward. Another 3-parameter symmetry is Case 3b). 
Choosing z as the axis of rotation J, one gets 

Ф = Ф(г,0 
V ' = (0,0,Kz,0) (5.13) 

so the water is flowing down, para'Iel to the z axis, while the planes (x, y) are homogeneous 
2-spaces. Then the transport equation reads as 

|ф(*,0 + ы(М)^Ф(М) + «(М)(тФ(М) = l (M) (5.14) 
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where the drift u(z, t) is driven by concentration gradients as usual in diffusion 

u(z,t) = I>JU(M) (5.15) 

whence, for simplicity with D — const diffusion coefficients 

Ф« + 0 * „ + ua* = q (5.16) 

Eq.(5.15) is a usual linear equation of heat condition type which can be solved analytically 
[3]. 

At the °nd of this Section we note that if one is interested in the Boltzmann equation, 
then further considerations are needed. Namely, the unknown function of the Boltzmann 
equation is 

i) not a scalar and 
ii) it depends on i ' and p* as well, where the p's stands for the momenta. 

For problem i) observe, however, that /(*, p, t)^\g\) transforms as a scalar, where / is the 
phase space distribution and \g\ = dct(v) is the determinant of the metric tensor. Thus 

/' = /-affl (5.17) 
y/W\ 

For problem ii) we give the covariant form of the Liouvilh operator С 

For the details see Ref. 6. and citations therein; however, reiFember that paper dealt with 
space-time, in four dimensions. 

Discussions 

For practical application let us consider the following. Instead of determining the 
possible forms of the final solution of the transport equation from the geometry of the core, 
try to reverse the whole procedure. Prescribed the desired neutron flux, the possible spatial 
and material symmetries are fixed. The problem is similar to the task of fuel management. 
In fact, fuel management tries to achieve certain neutron flux (power distribution profile) 
using appropriate arrangement of the fuel elements. The determined symmetries can help to 
find the most proper fuel element distribution which yields the desired power distribution. 

Finally let a general remark stand here. Neglecting the discrete distribution of sources 
etc. the presence of some symmetries can be expected in many cases. However, some 
cautions are needed, and here at the end we discuss two non-trivial points. 
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1) Assume that the characteristic lengths of gradients (of temperature etc.) are much 
larger than those of the discreteness of the core mesh. Then one would expect homo
geneity (at least far from the core barrel) and isotropy. However, generally this is not 
true, some geometry of the discrete lattice could survive even in the continuum limit 
Instead of a rigorous proof remember the case of Hookean elasticity. Practically all 
solid bodies have microscopic crystallic structure. However, during a deformation the 
characteristic lengths are much larger than the lattice size. Therefore the matter could 
be considered a continuum. Still, in many cases preferred directiens can be observed in 
the elastic stresses, which show the principal directions of the lattice. In fact isotropic 
answer occurs onl> in ]solids without long-range crystallic structure. 

2) Even well within the core and with a randomized short-range structure, homogeneous, 
isotropic solutions are unphysical. Namely, in Case 6) and 3e) all vectors vanish for 
symmetry reasons. Thus in such a symmetrical solutions the cooling water cannot 
flow. While it is possible to prepare such a situation, it will result in blow-up. 

Therefore physical situations could posses less symmetry than the geometry of the arrange
ment. This is the phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking, well known in other 
areas of physics. 
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